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College President Banquet Speech

President Donald L. Heffelfrich was the guest speaker at the spring rush banquet held by the students of Ursinus' fraternities. The banquet was held at the YMCA for the fraternities to present their programs to the freshmen.

Morale Good

Mr. Heffelfrich expressed his opinion, in response to a question by the Future Fraternity Club, that morale of the Ursinus students is not out of line with that of other colleges and in fact, quite good. However, he noted that college of this nature might be improved.

Constitution

The Constitution was examined and approved. The constitution is in the process of being reorganized and accordingly, the date of the Constitution speech will take place on Friday evening, 9-11 p.m.

Spring Rushing Periods Begin

Boys' Rushing Begins, Lasts For Twenty Five Days

During the period from February 25 through March 9, the Ursinus campus will again, without the traditional spring rushing period for second semester members, see the presence of the male members according to Gary M. Bogart, president of the Interfraternity Council.

"Rushing will be two weeks long and the new members will maneuver the same social major by Roscoe H. Kelleher, the director of the fraternity. This is a departure from previous程序s that only lasted one week.

Rushing is not restricted" by the fraternities associated themselves with the rush and likewise, the freshmen get to know the members and the activities of the fraternities to which they are interested. The men named as rushing aids are the freshmen just making the acquaintance of the campus as well as the fraternity aids.

Specific Date

Each rush period has a specific date, as arranged by the Interfraternity Council.
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**Editorial**

For the Love of Mike — A friend, whom we like to consider a kindred spirit, sent us the following article recently. Actually, it was an editorial that appeared in the January 29, 1964, issue of the Washington Post, concerning a singing group toward which we feel a great deal of warmth. The editorial is reprinted verbatim below:

"... and watch the Moiseyev Ballet on television? number of years, the girls at tried the same tactic.

"It is to be hoped that officials at NBC realize by now that the ban on the Weavers was ridiculous. It might be dismissed as just a silly mistake if it did not smell like the discredited sort of blacklisting which disfigured the entertainment industry for many years."

"The third type of internship...

---

**Cartoonist's Play**

A Review of Peffer’s "Crawling Arnold"

by L. R. Stevenson

The cartoonist's play is typical of Feiffer's work. "Crawling Arnold" is a thoroughly entertaining piece of second-rate theater. The play is well written and shows a great deal of warmth. The editorial is reprinted verbatim below:

For the Love of Mike — A friend, whom we like to consider a kindred spirit, sent us the following article recently. Actually, it was an editorial that appeared in the January 29, 1964, issue of the Washington Post, concerning a singing group toward which we feel a great deal of warmth. The editorial is reprinted verbatim below:

"... and watch the Moiseyev Ballet on television? number of years, the girls at tried the same tactic.

"It is to be hoped that officials at NBC realize by now that the ban on the Weavers was ridiculous. It might be dismissed as just a silly mistake if it did not smell like the discredited sort of blacklisting which disfigured the entertainment industry for many years."

"The third type of internship...

---

**Letters to the Editor**

**W. H. Auden**

Mr. Auden, in your letter of March 25, says:

"The Weavers group...""... and watch the Moiseyev Ballet on television? number of years, the girls at tried the same tactics."

"It is to be hoped that officials at NBC realize by now that the ban on the Weavers was ridiculous. It might be dismissed as just a silly mistake if it did not smell like the discredited sort of blacklisting which disfigured the entertainment industry for many years."

"The third type of internship...

---

**Ursinus in the Past**

by L. R. Stevenson

Fall of 1934

This fall marks the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Ursinus Weekly. The newspaper was founded in 1934 and has been published ever since. The Ursinus Weekly has been a source of news and information for the Ursinus College community for nearly a century.

---

**Certain Obscure Ceremonials: The Locker-Lampson Effect**

by Mr. David Hudnut

"... and watch the Moiseyev Ballet on television? number of years, the girls at tried the same tactic."

"It is to be hoped that officials at NBC realize by now that the ban on the Weavers was ridiculous. It might be dismissed as just a silly mistake if it did not smell like the discredited sort of blacklisting which disfigured the entertainment industry for many years."

"The third type of internship...

---
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An Old Haunt of Mine

If we please you

Tell others... If we don't please you...

This venue is currently unavailable.
HOW TO BE A BWOC

Ladies, let me be frank. The days of the college year definitely demands that you learn how to be a BWOC. Ladies, you have not yet become BWOCs. Yes, I know, you’ve been busy with campus activities, but you really, really before becoming a BWOC is so easy if you’ll only follow a few simple rules.

The first and most basic step on the road to being a BWOC is attention. Get yourself noticed. But be very, very careful not to do it the wrong way. I mean, any old girl is bound to be noticed if she goes around with a pleated skirt that says “HEEY LOOKEE ME! Don’t make such a horrid gala on your pleated skirt! ZUT! REGARDEZ MOI! This, you can do, ladies a whole new dimension of coiffures, and dignity.

Once you have been noticed, it is no longer necessary to carry the pleated skirt. It will suffer from, if time to time, you make distracting noises. If it helps, think of yourself as a coiffed, with a fresh rubber band around the pony tail. Her

Children of the 50 states of the Union.

It’s so easy if you’ll only follow a few simple rules.

So, you’ve been noticed and your image is on the road to becoming a BWOC. Each goal, in a mad effort to look like a little boy, wearing short pants, with a straight belt. But the BWOC is doing more. She has gone the whole hog in achieving little boyhood. She is even going to sit in her pockets, scale on her knees, down on her upper lip, and is followed everywhere by a dog named Spot.

At all costs, it is only day. When evening falls, her and date comes calling, you must think of the evening pageant of elfinity. She dresses in severe, simple black, relieved only by a fourteen pound shorn head. Her hair is exquisitely coiffed, with a fresh rubber band around the pony tail. Her

Bloomers are made of quilted flannel and filled with hot water, and she does not remove them until she gets to the movies.

Alas! But services, at the campus safe, the BWOC undergoes second test. The true BWOC will never, never, never, or over the college period, will ever allow such a fate to befall her. The true BWOC will pick six or seven good dates and then keep them, even if it means an occasional date with ten.

This is also the hallmark of the true BWOC.

Finally, the BWOC upon being hired by the cigarette vendor must make a sacrifice. If you are interested in a cigarette at the offer of卷 ax: of course!” For any girl that knows a Marlboro in one hand changes one instantly as a person of taste and discrimination, as the possession of an educated palate, as a connoisseur of the finer, less worldly, but very much more charming things. And, believe this, you must give to him in for a flip-top box that says “A cigarette that is not, with a filter blue filter and a flavor that is balanced, in all that it’s a taste of China.

Ursinus Grapplers Grind Two Opponents; Elizabethtown, Lebanon Valley Fall Victim

Westfield Fencers, Roger Dreyling, and Don Smith watch anxiously as Dale Kratz battles Swarthmore’s Dave Walters.

Women Hoosters Show No Mercy

Philadelphia College of Bible tell victim to the first scoring rampage jammed full season as Coach Eleanor Stouffer’s crew out-scored its opponents by the lopsided score of 67-44. Sharng scoring honors was June Kohn with thirteen points against Lynn American south of ten and eleven points respectively.

This new scoring spurt started when the opening and the Philbe Bible defense obviously was not enough to contain the UC hoosters. The aggressive Ursinus University intensity was led by Gloria Burgoon, flute Gerhardt, and Lee Schal. Their advantage of scoring early in the game became even larger.

Hoosters Bruise Blue Jays, 54 to 35

As Nine Game Losing Skid Ends

Blue Jays Bow, 54 to 35 (Author of “Tail Ends on the Flagpole,” “The Merry Lives of OLD Tom McCloy”) on pmned captain Vance Stouffer an instruction session on basketball, moderated by Larry Koch will be followed by a visit to the Ursinus-PMC wrestling match.

For the second row, the varsity Club has introduced a new program.

Ursinus 25-Elizabethtown 9

The Ursinus matmen displayed an impressive show of skill before victory, to defeat the Ursinus-PMC wrestling Duals.

On January 29th, the team was to begin its campaign against Lebanon Valley, and made a 5-5 score and 2-2 draws.

The evening began inauspiciously as Lebanon Valley’s 133 pounder Jeff Devine bowled at 4:30 of the second period. However, Dick Smith shot up with his second pin of the season.

DeBeer trailed by 10 to 12 half time advantage.

Phelps added an interception after the first 15 minutes of the game was over.

Kaiw-operators of Cheryllag, and the Lady Cardinals of Hopkins. This evening will help control expenses.

Thorn shaped a 13-4 Mike helped his overhand on this occasion at both.

DEAN DECISIONS

The most marked match of the afternoon occurred in the 47 point clash. Ursinus’ coach Jerry Morita utilized an escape and a point for time advantage to squeeze out a tight decision over Johns Hopkins.

The Bears ended the season as the finals of the season, but their 4-4 point decision over Mike Wise and Chuck two struggled to a 4-4 point decision over Mike Kratz finally lost the close contest. DeBeer was the only pin of the season, Bill Slebenson and crotch clash.

As Nine Game Bear Losing Skein Ends

However, the Bears recovered to gain a victory on the Ursinus-PMC wrestling match.

Stouffer controlled the rebounding. This combined with a tight defense, which allowed the Bears to hold the Terrapins to 12 points for the final half field goal, enabled the Bears to hold the Terrapins to 12 points for the final half field goal, and thus forced them to stall and to turn and turn again to 4:53 of the second period.

According to Hopkins high scorer Gert Schaal fouled out and the Fords trounced by the opponents, 94 to 85. When BIll Slebenson was unable to contain DeBeer, and crotch clash.

As Nine Game Bear Losing Skein Ends

Bears' final margin of victory.

Mike Wise and Chuck two struggled to a 4-4 point decision over Mike Kratz finally lost the close contest. DeBeer was the only pin of the season, Bill Slebenson and crotch clash.

As Nine Game Bear Losing Skein Ends

Mike Wise and Chuck two struggled to a 4-4 point decision over Mike Kratz finally lost the close contest. DeBeer was the only pin of the season, Bill Slebenson and crotch clash.

As Nine Game Bear Losing Skein Ends

Mike Wise and Chuck two struggled to a 4-4 point decision over Mike Kratz finally lost the close contest. DeBeer was the only pin of the season, Bill Slebenson and crotch clash.

As Nine Game Bear Losing Skein Ends

Mike Wise and Chuck two struggled to a 4-4 point decision over Mike Kratz finally lost the close contest. DeBeer was the only pin of the season, Bill Slebenson and crotch clash.
President Helfferich expressed the opinion that Ursinus should sponsor some student exhibits in the College in order to achieve a better understanding of the blood. Any student who wants to contribute to the exhibit should contact Drs. Jean or Urs in.

President Helfferich also said that the College would probably not be able to enroll many new students for the 1962-1963 school year due to financial considerations. He added that the College was planning to increase its enrollment in the future.

President Helfferich stated that the College was planning to add new programs in the future, and that the College was considering the possibility of offering more financial aid to students. He also mentioned that the College was planning to increase its facilities in the future.

President Helfferich expressed the opinion that Ursinus should sponsor some student exhibits in the College in order to achieve a better understanding of the blood. Any student who wants to contribute to the exhibit should contact Drs. Jean or Urs in.